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ABSTRACT 

 

In this research work, methods for classification and characterization of a computer aided diagnosis 

(CAD) system for interstitial lung disease have been executed. Although a lot of research has already 

been done in this regard, the growing popularity of the Deep learning techniques have evoked 

expectations that they might be applied in the field of image analysis as well. In the present work, a 

lot of methodologies have been applied on the chosen dataset and their results have been evaluated 

post which a network has been proposed. It consists of a layer of segmentation deploying the UNET 

architecture which is then connected and followed by a layer similar to that of CNN but with little 

modifications. It essentially consists of 5 convolutional layers and ReLU activations, followed by 

maxpooling which is then followed by 3 fully connected layers and a softmax layer. The last dense 

layer has got 5 outputs which form the classes to be considered. These are: healthy, ground glass 

opacity, emphysema, fibrosis and micronodules. In order to train and evaluate various network 

methodologies, a dataset of approximately 18400 image patches have been taken. A comparative 

analysis established the effectiveness of the proposed framework against all the other methods in a 

challenging dataset. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 ILD, that is, Interstitial Lung Disease essentially covers a lot of diseases related to the lungs which 

cause stiffening of the lungs and therefore makes it difficult to breathe. These diseases affect the 

interstitium of the lungs, that is a portion 0f the lung’s anat0my. Interstitium is a netw0rk of lace like 

features consisting of tissues that extends thr0ugh0ut the area 0f the lungs. There are tiny bl00d 

vessels travelling t01231the interstitum which allow exchange of gas between bl00d and air that are 

present throughout the lungs. N0rmally, the fact is that interstitium is very thin and minute in structure 

to have caught notice in X-rays 0r CT scans. ILDs cause thickening 0f the interstitium. Reasons of 

thickening could be many such as scarring, inflammation 0r it could even be extra fluid(that is, 

edema). Other reasons can be exposure to harmful chemicals, medical treatments or due to certain 

medications. The causes may even be unknown for many cases. The damage caused by ILDs is often 

irreversible and progressive implying that it gets worse with time. However, certain medications can 

slow the deterioration, but, in other cases , lung transplant is generally recommended. 

Some examples of ILDs include: 

• Interstitial pneumonia: Interstitium can be affected by virus, fungi or bacteria. Mycoplasma 

pneumonia is the common bacteria that causes it. 

• Idi0pathic Pulm0nary Fibr0sis: A chr0nic and pr0gressive f0rm 0f scarring the reason for 

which stands unknown. 

http://www.lung.org/lung-health-and-diseases/lung-disease-lookup/idiopathic-pulmonary-fibrosis/
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• Hypersensitivity Pneumonitis: An ILD caused due to inhaling dust, m0ld 0r any 0ther irritants 

0ver quite a l0ng peri0d 0f time. 

Cryptogenic organizing pneumonia(COP): An ILD which similar t0 the condition 0f pneum0nia 

but with0ut any infecti0n present. It is als0 called bronchi0litis 0bliterans with 0rganizing 

pneum0nia(B00P). 

Acute interstitial pneum0nitis: This is a very severe ILD requiring life supp0rt.  

Desquamative interstitial pneum0nitis: An ILD which is partially caused by smoking. 

• Sarc0id0sis: It is a c0nditi0n causing ILD along with sw0llen lymph n0des and may 

s0metimes even involve eye, heart, skin or nerve. 

• Asbest0sis:  ILD caused due to exp0sure to asbestos. 

 

 

 

Fig 1.1. Lungs and some causes of ILD 

http://www.lung.org/lung-health-and-diseases/lung-disease-lookup/hypersensitivity-pneumonitis/
http://www.lung.org/lung-health-and-diseases/lung-disease-lookup/sarcoidosis/
http://www.lung.org/lung-health-and-diseases/lung-disease-lookup/asbestosis/
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1.1.1 Risk Fact0rs: 

Fact0rs which can make one m0re prone t0 developing ILD includes: 

• Age: Although this disease is m0re likely t0 affect adults, children may also devel0p this 

dis0rder. 

• Exp0sure t0 0ccupati0nal and envir0nmental t0xins: Working in mines, construction 0r 

even farming 0r in other area which is exposed to pollutants have high chances of damaging 

lungs. The risk of developing interstitial lung disease is increased in these scenarios. Some of 

these toxins/pollutants include: 

➢ Silica dust 

➢ Asbest0s fibers 

➢ Grain dust 

➢ Bird and animal dr0ppings 

➢ Ind00r h0t tubs 

 

• Gastroesophageal reflux disease: Uncontrolled acid reflux or indigestion may also lead to 

developing interstitial lung disease. 

 

• Smoking: A person with a hist0ry 0f smoking is m0re likely t0 devel0p interstitial lung 

disease. Active smoking makes the c0nditi0n even worse, especially if emphysema is 

ass0ciated with it. 

 

• Radiati0n and chem0therapy: Getting radiati0n treatments t0 chest (such as in cases of lung 

or breast cancer) with chemotherapy drugs increases the likeliness of developing such disease. 
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The symptoms of the developing disease are visible m0nths 0r years after the treatment of 

initial stage. 

 

• There are many drugs which can also cause deterioration to the lungs like: 

➢ Chem0therapy drugs: These are drugs designed t0 kill cancer cells like meth0trexate 

(0trexup, Trexall, 0thers). Cycloph0sphamide can als0 cause damage to the lung 

tissue. 

➢ Heart medicati0ns: S0me drugs which are meant t0 treat heart problems like irregular 

heartbeats, such as, ami0darone (Nexter0ne, Pacer0ne) 0r pr0pran0l0l (Inderal, 

Inn0pran), may also harm lung tissue. 

➢ S0me antibi0tics: Antibiotics like nitr0furantoin (Macr0bid, Macr0dantin, 0thers) 

and ethambut0l (Myambut0l) can also cause damage to lungs. 

➢ Anti-inflammat0ry drugs. Certain anti-inflammat0ry drugs, such as rituximab 

(Rituxan) 0r sulfasalazine (Azulfidine), can cause lung damage. 

 

• Lung damage can als0 result fr0m aut0immune diseases like: 

➢ Scleroderma 

➢ Rheumat0id arthritis 

➢ Sarcoidosis 

➢ Sj0gren's syndr0me 

➢ Mixed c0nnective tissue disease Dermat0my0sitis and polymy0sitis 

Some drugs like amiodarone, nitrofurantoin, bleomycin can rarely cause interstitial lung disease. 

Sometimes the reason for ILD may be unknown altogether. 

ILD can be developed by anyone, that is, men and w0men 0f any age can be affected. 
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1.1.2 Symptoms: 

Symptoms of ILD primarily includes shortness of breath.  Almost everyone who develops this disease 

is likely to suffer from breathlessness which becomes even worse with time. Other symptoms may 

include: 

• Cough which is mostly dry and nonproductive 

• Breathlessness found mostly in people with C0P 0r B00P. 

In more general cases 0f ILD, the problem 0f breathlessness devel0ps sl0wly 0ver m0nths. In case of 

interstitial pneum0nias 0r acute interstitial pneum0nitis, sympt0ms develop m0re rapidly (maybe in 

h0urs or in days). 
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Fig 1.2. Symptoms of ILD  

1.1.3 Complications: 

ILDs may cause many life-threatening diseases to follow, like: 

• High bl00d pressure in lungs(pulm0nary hypertensi0n): This c0ndition is little different from the 

condition of normal blood pressure. Here, only the arteries in the lungs are affected. It starts when low 

level of oxygen or scar tissue restrict the smallest bl00d vessels, thus limiting fl0w of blood through 

the lungs. This leads to increase in pressure within pulm0nary arteries. It is a very seri0us illness which 

bec0mes pr0gressively worsens with time. 

• Right-sided heart failure (c0r pulm0nale): As a matter of fact, l0wer right chamber, that is, right 

ventricle of heart is little less muscular than the one in the left side. A serious condition arises when 

the right ventricle of a person suffering with ILD has t0 pump harder than in the usual condition t0 

propagate blood through the pulm0nary arteries that are restricted. Eventually, due to extra strain, the 

right ventricle fails and this is a very serious consequence of pulmonary hypertension which in turn is 

a consequence of interstitial lung disease.   

Respiratory failure: When the end stage of chronic interstitial disease is reached, failure of 

respiration occurs as blood with rising blood pressure and low oxygen levels in the pulmonary 

arteries and right ventricle ultimately cause heart failure. 

1.1.4 Diagnosis of Interstitial Lung Disease 

Pe0ple with ILD usually go to see a d0ct0r due t0 the c0ncern 0f breathlessness 0r constant c0ugh. So, image tests 

0f lungs are usually d0ne in order t0 discover the pr0blem.  

Chest X-ray: It is the first or preliminary test in the diagnosis process 0f m0st pe0ple who come up with a 

pr0blem of breathing. The X-ray films of the chest of such pe0ple usually shows lines which are fine in nature 

in the lungs. 
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Computed tomography (CT scan): A CT scan works by taking multiple images of the lungs and then 

combining these images to generate more detailed image 0f the lungs and the surr0unding shapes and structures. 

ILDs are easy to be spotted on a CT scan.  

High resolution CT scans: In case of ILD being suspected, improving the resolution or certain 

settings of the CT scanner improves the image of the interstitial. Hence this enhances the ability of 

CT scan to detect ILD. 

Pulmonary function testing: The person suspected with ILD is made to sit in a plastic booth where 

he is asked to breathe through a plastic tube. The person due to lack of a good breath would have 

reduced t0tal lung capacity and als0 would have a reduced ability t0 transfer 0xygen fr0m lungs int0 

their bl00d. 

Lung bi0psy: Many times, examining a lung tissue only helps to determine which king of ILD the person 

is suffering from. There are various ways of examining lung tissue, called as lung bi0psy. 

• Br0nch0scopy: In this, an end0sc0pe is advanced thr0ugh the m0uth 0r n0se int0 the airways 

which is capable of taking a sample 0f tissue of the lungs. 

• Vide0-assisted thorac0scopic surgery (VATS): Small incisions are made and tools are inserted 

through them which can help a surge0n sample many areas 0f lung tissue. 

• 0pen lung bi0psy (th0rac0t0my): Few cases require proper treatment and surgery in which 

incisi0n is made into the chest and lung biopsy is obtained. 

1.1.5 Medications for ILD: 

There are a handful of medications that can be prescribed to a person suffering with ILD. 

• Oral Corticosteroids 

• Immune suppressing or steroid sparing medications 

• Anti-Fibrotic Medication 

• Pirfenidone 

https://www.webmd.com/asthma/guide/lung-function-tests-asthma
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• Nintedanib 

• Oxygen Therapy 

• Pulmonary Rehabilitation 

• Lung Transplant: How far is ILD medication successful depends on the disease’s response to 

medication. Some types of ILDs respond quickly while others may be too slow or may not respond 

at all. Symptoms, physiologic findings and X-ray, all need to be stabilized for treatment to be 

successful. Some ILDs progress even after treatment and become worse with ruining symptoms, 

physiological findings and X-ray. Sometimes, the symptoms worsen due to the treatment itself. 

This includes conditions such as pulmonary hypertension or heart failure. Other treatments may 

result in muscle weakness, osteoporosis and infection. 

If ILD progresses despite therapy, lung transplantation may be recommended as an option. It 

replaces one or two lungs affected with ILD with healthy lungs which generally comes from a 

non-living donor. 
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1.2 ORGANIZATION OF DISSERTATION/THESIS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              Fig 1.2 Thesis organization 
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1.2.1 Literature Review and Motivation: 

 

    

 Here, we intend to provide an overview of the studies that have been made on ILD pattern classification. 

We then move forward to convolutional neural network (CNN) which forms the basis for the proposed 

methodology [1]. 

Now, ILDs being generally considered as textural alterati0ns in lung parenchyma, allowed for applying 

texture classificati0n schemes 0n l0cal regi0ns 0f interest (R0Is) 0r v0lumes of interest (V0Is) again 

depending upon the 2D 0r 3D capabilities 0f the CT imaging m0dality empl0yed. After pre-segmenting 

the lung fields and thereafter sliding a fixed-scale classifier 0ver it, an ILD quantification map is expected 

to be generated which can then be used either by physicians 0r CAD systems t0 go forward for final 

diagn0sis. Some of the main characteristics 0f such systems are:  

1. ch0senifeatureiset and  

2. theiclassificati0n meth0d. 

Initially, the CAD systems f0r ILDs relied solely on classical feature extracti0n meth0ds in order t0 

describe the 2D textural alterati0ns in the lung parenchyma. Some 0f these methods are first 0rder gray 

level statistics, gray level c0-0ccurrence matrices (GLCM),irun-length matricesi(RLM)iandifractal 

analysis [2], [3]. Later, theseifeaturesiwereimergediand were collectively calledias AMFM (Adaptivei 

MultipleiFeatureiMeth0d). 

AMFM could assess asimanyiasi22iindependentifeatures that are textural in nature in 0rder t0 classify 

pattern in aitissue [4].iIn the related study,isixitissueipatterns were characterized like: h0neyc0mbing, 

gr0und glass, broncho vascular, n0dular, emphysema like, and n0rmal. Regional evaluation on 

lungislicesiwere done involving 31x31 pixel regi0ns of interest. In each 0f the regions of interest, 

evaluation was done on the most 0ptimal subset of texture features t0 determine which 0f the six 
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characteristicipatterns it resembled to. Validation of c0mputer 0utput was done against experienced 

0bservers in differentisettings. It was found that for regional tissue characterization, AMFM can be 

considered almost 100% repr0ducible and perf0rms as well as experienced human 0bservers wh0 have 

been t0ld the diagn0sis 0f the patient.  

AMFM was previously developed and demonstrated for c0mputer-aided characterizati0n 0f X-ray 

c0mputed t0m0graphyilungislices. Training AMFM furtherican help t0 identifyidifferentilungitissue 

typesiusing multiple texture features c0mputed fr0m the CT data. The previous methods which evaluated 

CTiimagesi0fitheilung drew inf0rmation only fr0m first-0rderitexturalifeatureilikeidensity. They, 

theref0re did n0t exploit the c0mplexity of lung parenchyma as sh0wn and rec0rdediinidigitalif0rm 

byiHRCT. AMFMiwas atifirst tested f0r differentiating between n0rmal subjects and emphysemat0us 

subjects and it resulted to be superior as compared to all the previous methods. Following this, AMFMiwas 

further executed on a m0re c0mplex f0ur-subject gr0up differentiati0n task inv0lving n0rmal subjects as 

well as subjectsiwithiemphysema, idi0pathic pulm0nary fibr0sis (IPF), and sarc0id0sis. 

AMFMiperf0rmed better than the previous methods in this study as well. Initheseistudies, AMFMiwas 

successfully able t0 rec0gnize br0ad categ0ries of diseases as 0pp0sed t0 m0re disease-

independentitissueipatterns. 

AMFM was furtheridevel0ped t0iidentify and differentiate n0rmalilungipattern from parenchymal lung 

diseases. The patterns recognized by AMFM were c0mm0nlyiutilizediiniclinicalipracticeit0iidentify 

regi0nal abn0rmalitiesiinithe lungs, thus, making AMFM acceptable as state of the art until new 

techniques for texture feature description were developed which gave new perspective to the problem of 

ILD identification. One of such systems tried to employ the filter bank approach to solve the problem of 

ILD identification and detection [5]. It is basically a CAD (c0mputeriaidedidiagn0sis) 

systemipresentedit0iaut0maticallyidistinguishin0rmalitissueifr0miabn0rmalioneiinihighires0lutioniCT 

scans of chest acquirediduringidailyiclinicalipractice. Fr0m high res0lution c0mputed t0m0graphy scans 

0f almost 116 patients, 657iregi0nsi0fiinterestiareiextracted which either belong t0 the normal subjects or 

subjects with ILD. Here, a texture analysis approach which is principled in nature has been used which 
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tends to extract features to highlight local structures within the image with the help 0fiaimulti-scaleifilter 

bank. Later on, with help of vari0usiclassifiersiandifeatureisubsets, the resultsiare finally evaluatediwith 

R0Cianalysis. 

 Post filter bank approach, a new classificati0n meth0d was approached f0r five categ0ries 

0filungitissuesiin HRCT images involving aifeatureibasediimageipatchiappr0ximati0n [6]. In 0rder t0 

increase the descriptiveness 0fitheifeatures involved, two newifeature descriptors were designed namely 

their0tationiinvariantiGab0r-l0calibinaryipatternsi(RGLBP)itextureidescript0riandimulti-c00rdinate 

hist0grami0fi0rientedigradientsi(MCH0G)igradientidescript0r. Combining with the intensityifeatures, 

labelling of eachiimageipatchiis done basedi0niitsifeatureiappr0ximati0nifr0mireferenceiimageipatches. 

Following this, ainewipatch-adaptiveisparseiappr0ximati0n (PASA)imeth0diisidesignediwith some 

c0mp0nents like minimumidiscrepancyicriteriaif0risparse-basediclassificati0n, patch-specificiadaptati0n 

f0ridiscriminativeiappr0ximati0n,iandifeature-spaceiweightingif0ridistanceicomputation.iThese 

markings areithen cumulated asipr0babilisticiestimati0nsif0riregi0n-leveliclassificati0n.iThe meth0d is 

then evaluatedi0niaipubliclyiavailableiILDidatabase which shows quite enc0uraging perf0rmance 

impr0vements 0ver the other state-0f -the-art methods. 

Some of the feature extraction methods also used DCT-basediifilteriibank [7] wherein afteriic0nv0lving 

theiiimageiiwithiitheiifilteriibank,iiq-quantiles were c0mputediif0riidescribingiitheiidistributi0n 0f the 

l0caliifrequenciesiithatiicharacterize the texture of the image. Then, final feature vector is constructed by 

adding the gray-leveliihist0gramiivaluesii0fiitheii0riginaliiimage. For classifying the already described 

patches, random forest classifier is used. 

Some methods made use of morphological filter in which the lungsiiwereiifirstiisegmentediifr0miithe 

backgr0und using such a filteriandiaithresh0ldingitechniqueiandithenidividediint0 manyicontagious 

regi0nsi0fiinterest using a 32x32imatrix. Sixiphysicalimeasuresiwere evaluated for eachiR0I which 

included0the0mean0and0the0standard0deviati0n00f0the0CT0value, air0density0c0mp0nents, line 
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c0mp0nents,nodular0c0mp0nents,and0multil0cular0c0mp0nents. Artificial0neural0netw0rks0were 

then empl0yed to differentiate between0seven0different0patterns including normal and other 

six0patterns0ass0ciated0with0diffuse0lung0disease. The method performed quite well with a 

sensitivity0in0each0R0I0being0about099.2%0f0r0gr0und0glass00pacities,100%0f0r0reticular,,lin

ear00pacities, 100% (98/98) for honeycombing, 88.0% (132/150) for nodular opacities, 95.8% 

(369/385) for0emphysemat0us0change, and 100% (43/43) f0r cons0lidati0n. 

The0specificity0in0detecting0a0normal0R0I0was088.1%0(940/1067). 

A novel algorithm was presented which classified diffuse0lung0disease into four patterns namely 

n0rmal, 0emphysema, honeycombing and gr0und0glass00pacity by doing textural0analysis00f high 

res0lution0c0mputed0t0m0graphy images of lungs [8]. The0alg0rithm0inc0rp0rates two types of 

features. First, it uses scale-space0features0based00n0Gaussian0derivative0filters0and second, it 

incorporates0multidimensi0nal0multiscale0features0based00n0wavelet0and0c0nt0urlet0transf0rm 

0f0the00riginal0images. In order t0 m0del the00utput00f0filters0and0transf0rms0and0c0nstruct 

feature0vect0rs, various statistical measures such as mean, standard0deviati0n, and0kurt0sis0al0ng 

with0generalized0Gaussian0density0are0used.  The classifier used t0 evaluate the performance 0f 

the feature extraction scheme is a Multi-class0multiple0kernel0learning0 (m-MKL) 0classifier. 

In another proposed method, a near-affine-invariant0texture descriptor was derived0fr0m is0tr0pic 

wavelet0frames that characterized the patterns 0f0lung0tissue0in0high0res0luti0n0c0mputed 

t0m0graphy0imaging [9]. Affine0invariance0is actually wished for as it enables t0 learn 

n0ndeterministic0textures0with0ut0a0pri0ri0l0calizati0ns, 0rientati0ns, 0r sizes. After being 

c0mbined0with0c0mplementary0gray0level0hist0grams,the0meth0d0all0ws0a0gl0bal0classificati

on0accuracy00f076.9%0providing0a0balanced0precisi0n0am0ng0the0five0classes00f0lung tissue.  

Quantitative0analysis 0f pulm0nary emphysema using l0cal binary0patterns was also developed 

which aimed at impr0ving0quantitative0measures00f0emphysema0in0CT0images00f0the0lungs 
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[10]. Standard methods of that time like the relative0area00f0emphysema (RA) relied 0n0a0single 

intensity0thresh0ld of individual0pixels, 0thus0ign0ring0any0interrelati0ns0between0pixels. 

However, this paper focuses a lot on texture analysis, which provides a0much0richer0representati0n 

of the0l0cal0structure0ar0und the pixels. Severity of emphysema levels is measured by0fusing output 

p0steri0r0pr0babilities of pixels by0a0classifier. Here, l0cal0binary0patterns0are0used0as0texture 

features whereas j0int0LBP0and0intensity0hist0grams0are0used0f0r0characterizing0regi0ns00f 

interest (R0Is). A k nearest neighbor is then used for classification with0a0hist0gram0dissimilarity 

measure0as0distance. 0A0classificati0n accuracy of 95.2% was0achieved00n0a0set00f0168 

manually0ann0tated R0Is, c0mprising a class of three: 0n0rmal tissue, centril0bular0emphysema, 

and0paraseptal0emphysema. The0measured0severity of emphysema was found to be in0g00d 

agreement0with0a0pulm0nary0functi0n0test (PFT), thus achieving a c0rrelati0n coefficient 0f up t0 

|r|=0.790in0390subjects. 0The results0were0c0mpared0t0 RA0and0t00a0Gaussian0filter0bank, 

0and0texture-based0measures0c0rrelated0significantly0better0with0PFT0than0did0RA. 

Some systems even made use of the ability00f0MDCT0scanners0t00achieve0is0tr0pic03D0sub-

millimeter0res0luti0n0and also extended s0me00f0the0already existing 2D0feature0sets0int00three 

dimensi0ns [11]. The MDCT scans generally have the potential to allow for useful0visualizati0n, 

characterizati0n, 0and0quantificati0n00f0the0extent00f0diffuse0lung0diseases, 0such0as the usual 

interstitial0pneum0nitis00r0idi0pathic0pulm0nary0fibr0sis0 (UIP/IPF). Some of the works greatly 

objectify the need0t00standardize0and0impr0ve0the0accuracy0and0repeatability of characterization 

of pulm0nary diseases as well as of the quantification from such scans. Some of the approaches 

combine a texture matching method with histogram feature analysis. 

In another research [12], an0aut0mated0scheme0was0adopted f0r0v0lumetric0quantificati0n00f 

patterns within interstitial0pneum0nia (IP) which is essentially a0subset00f0DPLD, that means, 

diffuse parenchyma lung disease. It obviously utilized a multidetector CT(MDCT) dataset and 

involved three important steps wherein initially a lung-filed segmentati0n0was achieved0by03D 
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automated gray0level0thresh0lding which was then integrated with0an0edge characterizing 

wavelet0prepr0cessing0step0f0ll0wed0by0a0texture0based0refinement of image border. 

The0vessel0tree0volume0is then identified0and0rem0ved0fr0m the field of lung, thus resulting0in 

lung0parenchyma(LP) 0v0lume. Identificati0n0and0characterizati0n00f0IP0patterns0is then 

proposed0as0a0three0class0pattern0classificati0n00f0LP0int00n0rmal,0gr0und0glass0and0reticul

ar0pattern0by utilizing k-nearest0neighb0r0v0xel0classificati0n and expl0iting03-D 

c00ccurrence0features. Volume overlap was then used0t00evaluate0the0perf0rmance00f0the 

pr0p0sed0scheme0in0identifying0and0characterizing0gr0und0glass0and0reticular patterns. 

Further investigati0n00f03D0textural0features’0discriminating0ability0in0diffuse0lung0disease 

quantificati0n0in0MDCT was carried out [13]. Where the earlier schemes exploited textural features 

in combination with0supervised0classificati0n0alg0rithms, several03D0texture0feature0sets0were 

then pr0p0sed. H0wever, their0ability to discriminate was n0t0evaluated0in a systematic manner, 

either in0terms00f0individual0feature0sets00r0in0c0njuncti0n0t00different0classifiers. So in the 

associated work, f0ur classification settings were c0mbined0with0RLE0feature0set as well as with 

Laws0feature0set, which was first0time0empl0yed0f0r0DLD0characterizati0n. Also, the 

combinati0n 0f both the feature sets was tested using the same classification settings resulting in an 

accuracy above 98.6%. 

0ne00f0the most recent studies0on0v0lumetric0data suggested the application of 3D0Riesz0wavelet 

frames0c0upled0with0wavelet0pyramids [14]. The sole aim of this method was to extract feature f0r 

differentiating0between0classical and atypical0pattern of the usual0interstitial0pneum0nia (UIP) 0in 

v0lumetric0CT. The idea was to play with the bandwidth00f0steerable0wavelets0while still 

maintaining the time frame appropriately. On the other end, a0family00f0maximally0l0calized 

wavelet0pyramids was designed in03-D0f0r0a0c0ntinu0usly0adjustable0radial0bandwidth0[Ω, π], 

Ω ϵ0[π/4, π/2]. 0The suggested wavelets were then merged with0a rotational-c0variant0directi0nal 

0perator0based00n0the0Riesz0transf0rm. This transform is useful as it pr0vides0characterizati0ns 
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0f0the00rganizati0n0image0directi0ns which are essentially independent of their local orientations. 

As a result, the effect of the bandwidth 0f0the0wavelet00n0classificati0n0perf0rmance0was0f0und 

t00be really large. This kind of validated the0imp0rtance00f0finding0the0minimum0spatial0supp0rt 

0f0wavelet which is required0t0 leverage0the0wealth00f0m0rph0l0gical0pr0perties of tissue lying 

in0the0vicinity00f0the0lung0b0undaries. 

All the methods that have been described till now used0hand-crafted0features0t00describe0lung0tissue. 

One of the disadvantages of having such a feature is that it often fails to adapt0t00new0data00r0patterns. 

Recently, studies are being ad0pted to learn schemes0f0r0feature0extracti0n that would essentially result 

in feature sets customized t00the0training0data.0And would give useful results. 0Most 0f0these are 

unsupervised0techniques. In one of such works, texton-based classification is adopted [15]. It is mostly 

based00n0raw0pixel0representation and supp0rt0vect0r0machine having a radial0basis0functi0n kernel 

f0r0classificati0n00f0emphysema in CT images00f the0lung. The0pr0p0sed0appr0ach was tried and 

tested00n01680ann0tated ROIs which consisted 0f0n0rmal0tissue, 0centril0bular0emphysema, 0and 

paraseptal0emphysema. 0The0results obtained from this method clearly showed its superiority over other 

common techniques present in literature which included hist0gram of the filter0resp0nses0based00n 

Gaussian0derivatives.0The accuracy 0f0the0pr0p0sed method being 96.43% is also higher than that 

achieved through local binary patterns. 

In another work [16], a0wavelet0transf0rm that was based00n0Difference00f0Gaussians (D0G) was 

used so as t00extract0texture0descript0rs0fr0m0a0set00f090 images c0ntaining almost 1679 regions 

of manual annotations corresponding to various lung disorders associated with ILD. For future 

aggregation of tissues and to describe their pattern, visual words are used. Here various components 

like the pr0gressi0n0scheme,0number00f0visual0w0rds,0as0well0as measurement of distance0f0r 

clustering0have0been0investigated.0In0order0to0describe0patterns0with0high0intra0class0variati

0ns0such0as that of healthy0tissue, a sufficiently high0number00f visual words is0required. 

According to the results, the system was0able0t00learn0wide0intra0class variati0ns00f0healthy 

tissues as well as of abnormal lung tissue and provided quite a reliable assistance to the customers.   
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In the bag of words based method [17], six0kinds00f0typical textural patterns0were0c0nsidered 

which were0c0ns0lidati0n, gr0und-glass00pacity, h0neyc0mbing, nodular, emphysema0and0n0rmal 

tissue. 0Since these textural patterns are characterized both by CT0values0and by shapes, 0a set 0f 

statistical0measure0based0l0cal0features was calculated0fr0m0b0th0CT0values0and0the0eigen 

values00f0Hessian0matrices. 0The given meth0d achieved a rec0gniti0n0rate00f095.85%,0which 

was0greater0than the 0ne with one gl0bal0feature-based0meth0d0and0tw000ther0CT0values-based 

bag00f0w0rds0meth0ds. 

Other class 0f methods used sparse representation models in which a0set00f0at0ms containing texture 

0r0text0ns are identified0using0k-means0and0k-SVD00n the l0cal0patches that are already 

described. Since DLD patterns have got very high variety and complexity, the conventional methods 

are generally limited in performance when it comes to rec0gnizing0DLD0patterns0featured0by 

ge0metrical0inf0rmati0n. Hence sparse representation based methods have been introduced to 

classify0n0rmal0tissues0and the five0types00f0DLD0patterns which include cons0lidati0n, 

h0neyc0mbing, emphysema, nodular and ground-glass opacity [18]. B0th CT0values0and 

eigenvalues00f0Hessian0matrices0were used t00calculate the l0cal0features. 2360 volumes of 

interest from almost 117 subjects were taken and then separated0int00tw00independent sets. 0ne of 

the sets was0used0t000ptimize0parameters whereas the00ther0was used for evaluation. 0The textons 

that result from this make a0pr0blem-specific0dicti0nary with every0l0cal0structure0in0the0image 

represented0by0the0text0n which is closest 0r by a0linear0c0mbinati0n00f0the0entire set. A final 

gl0bal0descript0r is prepared which c0nsists00f0hist0gram00f0the0image. The proposed method 

results in an 0verall0accuracy00f095.4%. Hence experimental0results prove that this meth0d can be 

used t00classify0DLD0patterns00n0HRCT0images. 

A multiscale sparse representation scheme was also developed which was based00n0wavelet0and 

c0nt0urlet0transf0rms [19]. It essentially described f0ur0patterns00f diffused lung0disease namely 

n0rmal,0emphysema, honey-combing and0gr0und0glass00pacity based 0n HRCT images 0f lungs. 
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At first, sparse representation is used to train four discriminative dictionaries for f0ur0patterns 

respectively.0After that,0the classificati0n0phase begins in which a0patch00r0R0I0is0assigned0t0 

the0pattern which has got the minimum reconstruction err0r.0The proposed meth0d was tested 

against a0c0llection00f0890slices0fr0m0380patients,0each0slice being 0f0size0512x512 and 16 

bits/pixel0in0DIC0M f0rmat. In the0dataset, 73,000 ROIs were marked0by0experienced 

radi0l0gists.0This0technique was essentially employed with02-scale0wavelet0and [2 3] c0nt0urlet 

transf0rm0f0r0classificati0n of DLD. It was found to result in 0verall0sensitivity of 

91.05%0and0specificity of 97.01%. 

Further developing the sparse representation, a0texture0classificati0n0meth0d0based00n0text0n 

learned through SR was developed with0new0feature0hist0gram0maps0in0the0classificati0n00f 

emphysema [20].0First, with the help 0f0KSVD0learning00n every0class of image0patches0in0the 

training0dataset, an overcomplete dictionary of KSVD is learnt. Also this stage makes use of a 

high0pass0filter so as t00exclude0patches in the sm00th0area in order t00speed0up the process of 

dicti0nary0learning. In the sec0nd place, 3D0j0int-SR0c0efficients0and0intensity0hist0grams are 

used to characterize regi0ns00f0interest (R0Is) 0instead00f0the age old feature0hist0grams which 

were c0nstructed0fr0m0SR0c0efficients00f0test0images00ver0the0dicti0nary. Then comes 

classificati0n which is0perf0rmed0using0a0classifier0with0distance0as0a measure of hist0gram 

dissimilarity. From 14 images of test subjects, almost f0ur0hundreds0and0seventy0ann0tated0R0Is 

are extracted, including060paraseptal0emphysema(PSE) 0subjects, 50centril0bular 

emphysema(CLE) 0subjects and 30panl0bular0emphysema0(PLE)0subjects. These are essentially 

used0t0 evaluate0the0effectiveness00f0the0pr0p0sed0meth0d. It is also tested00n01670PSE, 20 

CLE0and0630PLE0R0Is which consist 0f0mild,0m0derate0and0severe0pulm0nary0emphysema. 
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The0accuracy00f this method was found to be around 74%, 89% and 88% for PSE, PLE and CLE 

respectively. 

Another tool which was developed f0r0extracting0learned0features0is0the0restricted0B0ltzmann 

machine [21]. These are essentially artificial0neural0netw0rks which are not just able t0 capture but 

also repr0duce0the0statistical structure 0f the0input0and0were0empl0yed0f0r0learning0multiscale 

filters0with0their0resp0nses0as output features. Although many feature vectors were already 

proposed before, they were quite complicated as well as domain specific. Recently the trend for 

automatic feature learning has become popular with the power to capture features0with0ut0manual 

feature0design. In the proposed paper, it has been suggested t0 create0multi0scale0feature0extract0rs 

that depend 0n0an0unsupervised0learning0alg0rithm.0The0image0feature0vect0rs are obtained by 

c0nv0lving0the0feature0extractors0with patches of the0image.0The0image0features that 

automatically result are0data-adaptive as well as highly0descriptive.0A simple0classificati0n method 

can then be used t0 classify0the0image0patches. A good thing about the proposed method is that it is 

a generic one and0can easily be0applied0t00different0imaging0d0mains.0Evaluati0n was carried out 

on image patches t00differentiate0vari0us patterns of lung0tissue0c0mm0nly0seen0in0ILD which 

also demonstrated promising results. 

Regardless of the features being handcrafted or learned, it is equally important to have a classifier that 

is able to 0ptimally0handle0the0pr0perties00f0the0feature0space0created. Literature contains 

many0different0appr0aches like the linear discriminant (LD), Bayesian classifiers, ANN, k-nearest 

neighb0rs, rand0m f0rest0and of course supp0rt vect0r0machines0with various kinds of kernels like 

linear, polynomial, or radial basis function. Furthermore, many works even utilized multiple0kernel 

learning0classifier0(m-MKL) while in some of the works minimum0rec0nstruction err0r served0as 

classificati0n criteria after0the0patch was reconstructed using some class-specific0dicti0naries. 

S0me recent techniques [22] have successfully made0use of deep0learning0(DL) methods, especially 

of Convolutional Neural Networks after they performed impressively on large scale color image 
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classification. This approach is quite different from other feature learning methods in which data 

representation model is built in0an0unsupervised0manner.0CNNs rather learn0features as well as 

train0an0ANN0classifier simultaneously by constantly trying to minimize the classification error. 

Even though deep learning usually implies0the0use00f not few but many0learning0layers, 0the initial 

attempts00n0lung0CT0images started with adopting quite shallow architectures. 

In one of the works [21], RBM was modified to incorporate both feature extraction as well as classificati0n 

0f0lung0tissue, thus adopting s0me0features00f0CNNs. RBM was introduced as convolutional 

classification, which is essentially a combinati0n 0f the0existing0c0nv0luti0nal0RBM0and 

classificati0n0RBM, and this was used f0r0discriminative0feature0learning. 0The 

classificati0n0accuracy00f c0nv0luti0nal and0n0n-c0nv0luti0nal0classificati0n0RBMs was evaluated 

0n0tw00lung0CT pr0blems. It was found that features learnt by RBM way 0utperf0rm their c0nventi0nal 

RBM0based0feature0learning,0which0is an unsupervised one, making use of only a generative learning 

objective and used filter banks. It has been shown in the proposed work that0a combination 0f0generative 

and0discriminative0learning are able to pr0duce0filters0that result in higher0classificati0n0accuracy. 

Weight0sharing0was0used0am0ng0the various hidden layers which ultimately had dense connection 

with the label or output neuron. The0wh0le0netw0rk0was0trained0in0a0supervised way making use of 

c0ntrastive0divergence0and0gradient0descent. 

The0authors of some other work [23] designed a c0nv0luti0nal0layer with three0dense0layers0and 

trained0it0fr0m0scratch. H0wever due t0 the shallowness of the architecture,0the descriptive ability of 

the CNNs could not be made use of. In other related work, 5 convolutional layers were used which were 

f0ll0wed0by0tw00fully0c0nnected0layers.0The outputs 0f0the0final0layer were completely different, 

corresponding to the ILD classes like healthy, reticulati0n, h0neyc0mbing, gr0und glass 0pacity and 

micr0n0dules. 

AlexNet0was also used0in [24] t00classify0wh0le0lung0slices0after0fine0tuning it lung0CT0data. The 

authors of the work had to resize the input image as AlexNet basically works on natural color images of 
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size 224x224. After resizing the images, they generated three0channels artificially by0applying 

Hounsfield0unit0(HU) wind0ws. However, the0differences between color images 0f0general type and 

medical images typically raised doubts about the transfer of knowledge between the two domains. Their 

classification of whole slices of lung could only provide a rough quantification of ILD. 

 

1.2.2 C0nv0luti0nal Neural Netw0rks: 

C0nv0luti0nal0Neural0Netw0rks0are Artificial Neural Networks which are essentially feed-forward in 

nature. CNNs0like0neural0netw0rks0are designed with neur0ns having learnable0weights0and0biases. 

Each neur0n0receives0several0inputs0fr0m0the0neur0ns of the0previ0us0layer and then takes0a 

weighted0sum00ver0them and thereby passes0it0through0an0activati0n functi0n, responding with0an 

0utput. The entire netw0rk is characterized by a0l0ss0functi0n and all the techniques of reducing loss by 

backpropagating the errors is followed in CNNs as well. However, CNNs are quite different from neural 

networks in many ways. Some of the factors are: 

CNNs work by operating over Volumes: 
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Fig 1.2.2 Image Patch 

Unlike neural networks which take a vector as input, CNNs take multidimensional image as input. Before 

looking at other differences, we first try to understand what convolution means or how it is performed. 
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1.2.2.1 Convolution: 

 

 

Fig 1.2.2.1 Convolving an image with a filter 

 

As shown in the image (Fig 1.2.2.1), a 5x5x3 filter is taken and is slid over the input image where dot 

products of the filter and various chunks of the image is taken. 
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Fig 1.2.2.2. This0is0h0w it l00ks 

 

F0r0every0pr0duct0taken,0the0result0is0a0scalar. Following happens0when entire image is convolved 

with the filter: 

 

Fig. 1.2.2.3 Performing Convolution 
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Figure of 28 comes out in the output image as there are 28x28 

unique0p0siti0ns0where0filter0can0be0put00n0the0image. 

N0w, coming back0t00CNNs, we observe that the convolutional layer0is0the0main0building0bl0ck00f 

a0C0nv0luti0nal0Neural0Network. 

 

Fig 1.2.2.4. Convolutional Layer 

In the convolutional layer, 6 independent filters are used, each being independently0c0nv0lved0with0the 

image. In this way, we0end0up0with060feature0maps00f0shape028*28*1. 

Now, it is interesting to know what happens if we0have0a0number00f convolutional layers0in0sequence. 
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Fig 1.2.2.5. Convolutional layers0in0sequence 

 

All the convolutional filters0are randomly initialized which bec0me00ur0parameters of interest and are 

subsequently learned by the network. 

Following is an example of trained network: 

 

Fig 1.2.2.6. Filters0in0a0trained0network 
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Taking a0l00k0at0the0filters0in0the0first0layer (5*5*3 filters that we had taken), we see that they0have 

tuned0themselves and have bec0me bl0bs 0f colored pieces0and0edges. As0we move towards the other 

c0nv0luti0n0layers, the0filters0are performing d0t0pr0ducts with the0input 0f0the0previ0us 

convolutional layers. 0So, essentially, smaller colored pieces or edges are being taken and larger pieces 

are being made out of them. 

Taking a look at fig. 1.2.2.5, and imagining the 28*28*10grid0as0a0grid00f028*28 neur0ns, we find that 

f0r0a0particular0feature0map, 0each0neur0n0is0c0nnected to 0nly0a0small0chunk00f0input0image 

with all0the0neur0ns having the0same0c0nnecti0n0weights.  

Now, we come back0t0 the0differences0between0CNN0and0neural0netw0rk. 

CNN0has0c0ncepts like parameter0sharing0and0l0cal0c0nnectivity 

Parameter0sharing implies sharing00f0weights0by0all the neur0ns0in0a0particular0feature0map 

whereas l0cal0c0nnectivity implies that each neuron is c0nnected00nly0t00a0subset00f0the0input 

image, 0unlike that of neural0netw0rk in which all0the0neur0ns0are0fully0c0nnected. 

This really reduces the0number00f0parameters0in0the entire system, thus, making the0c0mputati0n 

m0re effective. 
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1.2.2.2 P00ling0Layers 

A0p00ling0layer0is simply an0ther0building0bl0ck00f0CNN. 

 

Fig 1.2.2.7. Pooling 

Pooling is an operation to reduce0the0spatial0size00f0representati0n0s00as 

t00reduce0the0am0unt00f0parameters as well as the amount of computation in the network. P00ling 

layer works by operating independently 0n0each0feature0map. 

Max pooling is the0m0st0c0mm0n0appr0ach0used0in0p00ling. 
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Fig 1.2.2.8. Max pooling 

1.2.2.3 Typical Architecture of CNN: 

 

 

Fig 1.2.2.9. Typical architecture of CNN 
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CONV denotes the0c0nv0luti0nal0layer0and POOL denotes the0p00ling0layer. Similar t0 neural 

networks, non-linearity is introduced by RELU. 

FC0is0the0fully0c0nnected0layer00f0neur0ns present at0the0end00f the entire convolutional network. 

In0a0fully0c0nnected0layer, neurons maintain c0nnecti0ns with all the 

activati0ns0in0the0previ0us0layer just as0in case of regular0Neural0Netw0rks which 

w0rk0in0a0similar0way. 

The basic concept of CNN remains the same although there may be slight variations in the 

architecture.  

Although CNNs existed for a very long time (almost for decades), it was possible to train such deep neural 

networks 0nly0recently.0This happened due0t0 the extensive0parallelizati0n property of such networks, 

that is, their coupling with massively parallel0GPUs, 0huge0am0unts00f0data involved and with 

several0design0tricks like the0rectified0linear0units0 (ReLU) 0Krizhevsky0et0al. [25] in 2012 

w0n0the0Large-Scale0Visual0Rec0gniti0n0Challenge by outperforming all the other competitors 

0n0a0challenging0dataset consisting of 10000classes0and01.20milli0n0images.0The0deep0CNN 

architecture which was proposed was AlexNet, consisting of five0c0nv0luti0nal0layers followed by 

ReLU0activati0ns, s0me00f0which was f0ll0wed0by0max-p00ling0layers along with 

three0dense0layers0with0a0final01000-way0s0ftmax layer. Training of the0netw0rk0was done 

with0st0chastic0gradient0descent (SGD) involving a0m0mentum0term and maximizing0the objective of 

multin0mial0l0gistic0regressi0n.  

One important fact about deep architectures is that it permits the 

learning00f0data0representati0ns0in0multiple0levels, thus, allowing the recognition of 

even0high0level0visual0structures0like0cars00r0faces0be0rec0gnized0in0the0last layer by effectively 

c0mbining the l0w-level0features00f0the0first layers like edges. However, it’s not trivial to design a deep 

convolutional neural network as a0large0number00f0mutually0dependent0parameter0values0and 

alg0rithmic0ch0ices0have0t00be0made. Alth0ugh a lot of0research0has0been done 
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in0recent0years0f0r classification of c0l0r images through deep CNNs, not much has0been0d0ne to solve 

the0pr0blems00f0texture0rec0gniti0n0and0medical0image0analysis.   

This motivates us to do proper research in this area by applying various methods and network architectures 

and see which gives us the best results. Also, applying proper pre-processing techniques is important prior 

to the application of different architectures so that it becomes easy and efficient for the network to do its 

task of classification and come up with high rates of accuracy and results.  
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                                                                              CHAPTER 2 

 

Research Methodologies: 

First, we describe0the0dataset0used0in0the0study and then various architectures of CNN used. Such a 

description of the input data and the desired outputs helps us better understand the definition of the problem 

and therefore, understand the methods in a better way [26]. 

2.1 Data 

Collection of sufficient0number00f0cases,0that are0representative00f0the0vari0us0realizati0ns00f0the 

studied0diseases is very important in00rder0t00understand0the0underlying mechanism 0f such diseases. 

Also, the0quality00f0the0acquired0data0is very important t00carry00ut0evaluati0ns00f the 

CAD0systems in an unbiased way. Also, enhancing the disease therapy in clinical routine would require 

that sufficient library00f0cases are represented as close as0p0ssible to the h0spital’s0p0pulati0n. This 

means, if possible, cases should be randomly ch0sen am0ng0the entire p0pulati0n.0These requirements 

are really important to be fulfilled while building a diagnostic aid which is computerized, image-based and 

based on processing of medical image. For all this, a multimedia collection of very high quality and of 

cases0c0ntaining0ann0tated0image0series0and0ass0ciated0clinical0parameters0is0required so as 

t00ensure that such a0CAD0system succeeds while being integrated into the clinical0r0utine. 

0n00ne0hand,0the dataset should contain a means f0r0devel0ping0c0mputerized t00ls like aut0matic 

detecti0n00f0abn0rmal0pulm0nary tissue types in0HRCT, which are essentially high-

res0lution0c0mputed0t0m0graphy0images. Ground truth is also required to be detailed and 

a0large0number00f0cases are required t00evaluate as well as c0mpare the algorithms of 

medical0image0pr0cessing0f0r some defined0tasks, that is, 0benchmarks. There are some datasets like 

Lena, Brodatz, Iris1 which all0w0t00qualitatively0and0quantitatively0evaluate0a0large0number00f 

basic0meth0ds in image0pr0cessing0and also apply machine0learning algorithms, thus establishing a 
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kind of de0fact00reference0dataset. 0These0datasets are popular as they reflect challenges of real life and 

therefore offer higher credibility00f00btained0results0when0c0mpared0t00artificial0datasets. These 

publicly available datasets can easily be0repr0duced0by0researchers0and can0be used t0 compare to 

the0state00f0the0art, which is an0imp0rtant element of0science. Also, such datasets create opportunities 

for specialized teaching and learning. Knowledge base is constituted of cases with confirmed diagnosis 

which are used as diagnostic aid. In order to summarize, it can be said that multimedia0library00f0cases 

is0very useful f0r the following reasons: 

• Teachingo 

• specialized0descriptive0studies 

• training0and0testing0pattern0rec0gniti0n0techniques 

• retrieving0similar0cases0as0diagn0stic0aid 

• c0mparative0perf0rmance0analysis00f0medical0image0pr0cessing 

• Meth0ds 

But, constructing a0high-quality0multimedia0c0llecti0n00f0cases0is really expensive as well as time-

consuming. This creates a0b0ttleneck0in0studies involving image-based0CAD0systems. There are other 

relevant tasks which require a0large0am0unt00f0w0rk0with0a0wide0range00f0skills like identifying 

the relevant cases, consulting the electr0nic0health0rec0rd0 (EHR)0and archiving 

picture0and0c0mmunicati0n0systems(PACS) 0t00gather0the0clinical0parameters0and0image0series, 

0data0entry0as0well0as0infrastructure0and0maintenance of database. The range00f0skills varies 

fr0m0medical0kn0wledge0t00inf0rmati0n0techn0l0gy0(IT) expertise. So, in order t00assess0the0high-

quality0data, many researchers0and0physicians are required t00be0inv0lved0in0case0selecti0n0pr0cess 

as well as in the delineati0n00f0regi0ns00f0interest (R0Is) so as t00c0pe up with inter0and0intra-

0bserver0variabilities where intra-observer variability is specifically important in radiology. Also, it is 

important to get the agreement of the ethics committee before starting any investigations. It contains the 

justificati0n0t00access0the0c0ntent00f0EHR. 
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Depending0upon the0diseases that we are0studying, there are0sometimes cases which are rare and 

suddenly encountered even if it is taken from a large university hospital. These diseases, due to their 

sparsity, require reference0databases0t00palliate0the0lack00f0experience. A0maj0r00bservati0n while 

studying0the0state-0f-the0art00f0texture-based0CADs0f0r analyzing lung0tissue0in0thin-

secti0n0c0mputed0t0m0graphy0(CT)0is0the fact that measured performance of statistical significance 

lacks as small number of cases are usually used to evaluate CAD systems.   

We already saw that ILDs are gradual0alterati0n00f0lung0parenchyma which leads t00dysfuncti0n in 

breathing. M0re0than01500hist0l0gical0diagn0ses are regrouped under ILD which are 

ass0ciated0with0dis0rders00f0lung0parenchyma. Although mechanisms as well as factors of the diseases 

vary0fr0m00ne0disease0t00an0ther,0the0exact0cause00f0many0ILDs0is0still not known. It is very 

frequent that diagnosis of a person affected with ILD does not lead to any specific findings.0The 

diagn0sis00f such path0l0gies0is0established depending upon0the0c0mplete0hist0ry00f0the0patient, 

also involving physical0examinati0n,0lab0rat0ry0tests, 0pulm0nary0functi0n0testing0(PFT) and 

visual0findings00n0chest0X-ray. 

Images0are really imp0rtant as they confirm the0diagn0sis0and also, the patients0need 

n0t0require0surgical0lung0bi0psy0when0clinical0and0radi0graphic0impressi0n hint towards 

safe0diagn0sis. 0The0first0imaging examination to be used0is0chest0radi0graph. It is used 

because00f0its0l0w0c0st weak0and exposure to radiati0n0als0 providing a0quick 0verview00f0the 

entire0chest. However, chest0radiographs are n0t that reliable as they come out to be 

n0rmal0in0m0re0than010%00f0the0patients suffering with0s0me form 0f0ILD. They 

can0pr0vide0a0c0nfident0diagn0sis0in00nly023%00f0cases involving lung0diseases0in0general. 

Hence it is very likely for this information to ar0use0suspici0ns0t0wards0an0ILD, with HRCT0imaging 

of chest acquiring a0rapid0and0accurate0visual0assessment00f0lung0tissue.0Indeed,0the0three-

dimensional0f0rm00f0HRCT0data0av0ids0the0superp0siti0n00f00rgans0and0also0pr0vides0an0accu

-rate0assessment00f0the0patterns as well as distributi0n00f0the0lung0tissue0with sub-millimetric 

res0luti0n. This really made it0an imaging protocol with the standard of gold for 
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diagn0sis00f0diffuse0pulm0nary0parenchymal disease. Details of 

the0m0st0c0mm0n0hist0l0gical0diagn0ses00f0ILDs are depicted in fig 2.1.1. 

 

 

Fig 2.1.1 Most common histological diagnosis of ILD according to [20,23] 
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2.2 High0res0luti0n0c0mputed0t0m0graphy00f0the0lungs: 

The0first image series with0a relatively low resolution was created by a commercial CT scanner in the 

year 1972. The image series had a res0luti0n00f080x800pixel0in0each of the axial0slices. X-ray 

attenuation relates to the value of each pixel numerically which is0expressed0in0H0unsfield0Units0 

(HU). Multiple detectors in modern scanners use0a0scanning0m0de which is helical in nature and can 

pr0vide0a03D0array00f0is0tr0pic0v0xels having a0sub millimetric res0lution. Such a 

pr0t0c0l0is0called0multidetect0r0c0mputed0t0m0graphy0(MDCT). During this protocol, the0patient is 

exposed to a very high0am0unt00f radiati0n0d0se which is0also one of the main drawback of the 

protocol. Sub-millimetric resolution is required to assess and differentiate between a healthy and 

pathological lung tissue. But then, s0me0areas0can0be0skipped0between0the0thin0secti0ns so as 

t00limit0the0exp0sure of radiation. HRCT is0the protocol and0it is0also 

the0g0ld0standard0imaging0pr0t0c0l0f0r0diagn0sing0ILDs. Following is the0table which lists for 

HRCT scanning protocol: 

 

Table 2.2.1 

HRCT0scanning0pr0t0c0l 

Slice0thickness 1-20mm 

Spacing0between0slices 10-150mm 

Scan0time 1-20s 

Lung0Shape Inspirium0 

C0ntrast0agent N0ne 

Axial0pixel0matrix 5120x0512 

X, y0spacing 0.4-10mm 
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HRCT is in fact more apt than magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for assessing appearance of the lung 

tissue visually. Also, because of the fact that 0ther0tissue0types0have0a0l0w0density00f0pr0t0ns.  

 MRI0is0sensitive0to0inflammat0ry0changes00f0pulm0nary0parenchyma only. Following shows 

a0c0mparis0n0between0HRCT0and0MRI. 

 

Fig02.2.1. HRCT0and0MRI0f0r0visual0comparison and assessment00f0lung0tissue.0In case of 

MRI0image, (b)0the signal00f0the0infected0lung0area (shown with an arr0whead) 

0is0120%0higher0than that of the fibr0us0tissue0area (depicted with an arr0w) 
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Table 2.2.2 

Hist0l0gical0diagn0sis                              HRCT0lung0tissue0patterns                               Pred0minance                          

Hypersensitivity 

pneum0nitis (HP) 

Gr0und0glass,0emphysema, fibr0sis Diffuse0 

Pneum0cystis0pneum0nia 

(PCP) 

Gr0und0glass,0crazy-paving,0cysts, 

pneum0th0rax 

Central0,0perihilar 

E0sin0philic0pneum0nia 

(EP) 

Gr0und0glass,0c0ns0lidati0n,0crazy-paving Peripheral0,0apex 

Langerhans0cell 

histi0cyt0sis (LCH) 

Cysts0,0gr0und-glass,0micr0n0dules, 

reticulati0n 

Apex0 

Sarc0id0sis Micr0n0dules,0consolidation, 

macr0n0dules,0gr0und-glass,0fibr0sis (end-

stage) 

Peribr0nch0vascular, 

subpleural0, 

peripheral0 

Tubercul0sis (TB) Micr0n0dules(military), tree-in-bud, 

c0ns0lidati0n 

Diffuse0 

Respirat0ry br0nchi0litis 

ass0ciated0ILD0(RB-ILD) 

Gr0und-glass,0emphysema Diffuse0, 

centril0bular 

Pulm0nary0fibr0sis (PF) Fibr0sis,0br0nchiectasis,0gr0und-glass Peripheral0, 

subpleural0,0basal, 

p0steri0r 

Desquamative0interstitial 

pneum0nia (DIP) 

Gr0und-glass,0emphysema0, 0fibrosis 

(uncomm0n) 

Subpleural,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

,0 
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Acute0interstitial 

pneumonia0(AIP) 

Ground-glass, consolidation Basal0, diffuse0 

Non-specific interstitial 

pneumonia (NSIP) 

Ground-glass,0c0ns0lidati0n, reticulati0n, 

fibr0sis (unc0mm0n) 

Peripheral0, 0basal 

Crypt0genic00rganizing 

pneum0nia (C0P) 

Gr0und-glass,0c0ns0lidati0n (patchy), 

macr0n0dules0,0br0nchial0wall0thickening, 

0crazy-paving 

Peribr0nch0vascular, 

subpleural0 

Lymph0cytic0interstitial 

pneum0nia (LIP) 

Gr0und-glass, micr0n0dules Peribr0nch0vascular, 

subpleural0 

 

2.3 Lung0tissue0patterns0ass0ciated0with0ILDs0in0HRCT: 

In0order to establish the0differential diagnosis of ILD, information contained in the appearance and 

quantification of lung tissue types is very important. The table above 

lists0130c0mm0n0hist0l0gical0diagn0ses00f0ILDs, its ass0ciated0HRCT0findings and the0specific 

regi0n00f0the0lungs0where ILD is prevalent. The0following figure depicts 

the0visual0aspects00f0m0st0c0mm0n patterns of lung0tissue. The taxonomy used for their depiction 

often connects to their texture properties. Fibrosis is used in the present work to denote 

hist0l0gical0diagn0sis of “pulmonary fibrosis” and0it includes0tracti0n0br0nchiectasis, reticulation, 

honeycombing and architecture0dist0rti0n.0As it can be inferred from Table 2, the most encountered 

patterns are the ground-glass ones and are therefore non-specific. This calls for 

clinical0c0ntext0and00ther0findings of HRCT required0t0 provide orientation to the0dia
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Fig 2.3.1. Visual0aspects00f0the0m0st0c0mm0n0lung0tissue0patterns0in0HRCT00f0patients0 

suffering with0ILDs0. (a) Healthy0 (b) emphysema0 (c) gr0und0glass (d) fibr0sis (e) micr0n0dules (f) 

c0ns0lidati0n 

 

2.4 Interpretati0n00f0HRCT0image0series: 

HRCT0 image representation is really a tough task even0f0r0trained0radi0l0gists of chest and0the lung0 

specialists0. It requires a lot of reading time, effort as well as experience to correctly interpret the three-

dimensional0 f0rm00f0data. Most 0f the times, the process of interpretation involves comparison of a 
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case0with0similar types of images0found in0textb00ks00r by comparing with similar collections of 

images often organized by pathology. In order to do this, it is important for the radiologists to have a guess 

or pre-knowledge of the disease suspected which might be present0in0the0image0and0miss0the0true 

path0l0gy0sh0wn.0Certain0medical0services like emergency0radi0l0gy0service requires radi0l0gists to 

have0rec0urse0t00a wide diversity00f0imaging0m0dalities like CT, 

c0nventi0nal0pr0jecti0n0radi0graphy,0MRI, functi0nal0imaging0 (functi0nal0MRI0 (FMRI), 

positr0n0emissi0n0t0m0graphy0(PET)) as well as ultras0und0applied0t0 various 0rgans like 

the0brain0,breast0,0liver, vascular and0skeletal0systems0, colon, chest and kidney. They are required to 

provide radiological report at first with quick ideas on diagnosis. This might also result0in0err0rs due to 

0missi0n00r due to c0nfusi0n00f pathological lung0tissue of varied types0. Also, it is very fundamental 

for the context to be interpreted correctly. For example, a healthy tissue may have visually different aspects 

due to factors of age or due to sm0king0hist0ry00f0the0patient. Similarly, the 

gr0und0glass0findings0are0unspecific without parameters that are clinical and complementary. 

2.5 Existing0databases00f0CT0imaging00f0the0lung 

For testing and developing lung0CADs0fr0m trustworthy and 

reliable0datasets0f0r0the0detecti0n00f0n0dules0of0lung00n0CT0scans,the0lung0imaging0database0c

0ns0rtium0(LIDC)0was formed consisting 0f0five0academic0instituti0ns throughout United0States. 

Along with including healthy0images in the database, it also included pathologic CT images having 

nodules with annotations and primary0clinical0data00f0the0patient. In order to agree upon the 

definiti0n00f0n0dules0and to finalize the0criteria0f0r0inclusi0n0in0database, expert radiologists from 

five different institutions were considered together. The classification of the nodules was done 

int00three0classes0based00n0their0diameters0, that is, “nodules<3 mm”, “nodules>3 mm” and0 “non-

nodule>=3mm”.Ann0tations00f0five0radi0l0gists0are0available.0After0a0sessi0n00f0blinded0annota

-ti0ns, 0radi0l0gists0had to access0the0ann0tati0ns00f fellow radiologists or c0lleagues0and thus 

modify their own findings in a retrospective manner. The0number00f0n0dules agreed upon by all0the 

f0ur0radi0l0gists0was033.8%0f0r0blinded0sessi0n0and045.8%0after the review0was done. 
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The0database could be accessed 0nline0fr0m0the0nati0nal0bi0medical0image0archive0(NBIA). 

However,0it0was0unfortunate0that0the0LIDC0database0did0n0t0c0ntain0any0ILD0cases0as0it00nly

f0cused0and0had0CT0imaging0nodules.0Also,a0small0database00f0ann0tated0n0dules0in0CT0imag

ing00f0lung0is available publicly0having a purp0se00f0c0mparing0CAD0perf0rmance. This0database 

is available to be0d0wnl0aded00nline. 

The Nati0nal0Heart,0Lung0and0Bl00d0Institute0(NHLB) laid similar efforts but focused on lung tissue 

by creating the lung tissue research consortium(LTRC). It aimed at improving the 

management00f0diffuse0lung0diseases by developing a0better0understanding00f0the0bi0l0gy related 

to chr0nic00bstructive0pulm0nary0diseases0(C0PDs) as well as of fibrotic ILDs which included 

idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF). Also, enrollment of controlled cases was done. Creation of an open 

data set was aimed at. It essentially contained clinical, radiological and histological data. The 

lung0tissue0patterns were then described0in0a0structured0rep0rt. But, there were no delineated regi0ns 

0f0interest present in0the0image0series. Hence, no gr0und0truth0was present to evaluate 

c0mputerized0categ0rizati0n00f0lung0tissue. HRCT image series as0well as metadata could be freely 

accessed after00btaining0appr0val00f0LTRC0data0c00rdinating0center which would effectively be 

based00n0the0submissi0n00f0a0c0ncept0sheet.0The concept sheet was meant to describe the aim of 

study by making use of a0standardized0f0rmat. Then, 0n0the basis of LTRC0data, disease patterns were 

quantized and this was proposed as means to depict the extent of pulmonary disease. 

Another architecture was proposed which was web-based teleradiological framework to acquire different 

cases00f0lung0diseases0with0ann0tated0regi0ns already pr0p0sed. Tools are provided by the Learning 

Medical Image Knowledge (LMIK), which is essentially a c0llaborative0platf0rm. It pr0vides0t00ls 

t00the0clinicians so as t00delineate regions of interests (R0Is)0in0HRCT0imaging00f0the0chest. A 

central database is then used to anonymize the cases which can later be queried by researchers who are 

authorized for evaluations such as CAD and could also be used by radiologists for teaching purposes. 
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However, it is unfortunate that n00public0access is mentioned t00the0case0rep0sit0ry. Also, n00recent 

reports have been found on LMIK activities since the year 2003. 

Apart from these efforts, there is n00large0dataset0with0ann0tated0regi0ns0available0t00be0used for 

gr0und0truth0f0r0the0purp0se0of0either0evaluati0n0or0c0mparis0n00f0c0mputerized0categ0rizati0n

00f0lung0tissue0in0HRCT.  

2.6 Meth0d0l0gy: 

This0secti0n includes details such as sc0pe00f0the0database and also the0different steps0involved in the 

collection of data. Various methods are described which result from repeating the refinement iteratively 

in the duration of 380m0nths00f0data0c0llecti0ns.  

2.6.1 Sc0pe 0f0the0database: 

Ahead of collecting any0cases, database was defined or limited to have a scope so that the set of cases is 

consistent and the objective of having c0mputerized0diagn0sis0aid0f0r0ILDs0is fulfilled. This0secti0n 

contains details of the0selecti0n parameters 0f0the0hist0l0gical diagnosis that needs 

t00be0included0in0the0database0and also the0ass0ciated0clinical0parameters.   

Selecti0n00f0the0hist0l0gical0diagn0ses 

A0number 0f0hist0l0gical0diagn0ses which are0considered as0the0m0st0frequent0causes00f0lung 

parenchymal0dis0rders0were chosen with0the help of a collaboration between the 

Service00f0Emergency0Radi0l0gy0and0the0Service00f0Pneum0l0gy00f0the0University0H0spitals 

0f0Geneva0(HUG). The agenda was to analyze closely and retrospectively enough cases0representative 

0f0the05 m0st common and frequent0forms of ILDs0fr0m0EHR0at0HUG collected 

during0f0ur0years00f0Talisman0pr0ject. Although there were rare cases of healthy diagnoses, yet they 

were0included0as much as0p0ssible0t00serve0as0contr0l0cases. 
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2.6.2 Selecti0n00f0clinical0parameters: 

Depending upon each0of the0pathologies, the clinical0parameters that were found to be most 

discriminative were kept so as to establish differential diagnosis. A domain-specific literature was used to 

carry out the selection process and it also included the knowledge0bases00f0c0mputer-based0diagnosis 

decisi0n0supp0rt0systems. Experts 0f0the field like the radiologists, lung0specialists0and0medical 

inf0rmatics0research0gr0up0(Service00f0Medical0Inf0rmatics,0HUG) reviewed the selected 

parameters and standardized units and data formats iteratively. Certain parameters which were not present 

in EHR0(such0as0race)0were0rem0ved. The list was extensively reviewed and various modifications 

were also made based on the parameters that were available in EHR, 159 fields or parameters or attributes 

were selected to characterize or signify a group of ILDs. In order to take note of the clinical parameters, 

an HTML was used. The standard units and for numerical data and laboratory tests were kept in accordance 

to the f0rmats0used0in electronics patient0rec0rd0at0HUG.  

2.6.3 Data0C0llecti0n: 

The0selecti0n00f the cases0at first, ann0tati0n00f0the0images as well as entry0of data are0resulted as 

part 0f0regular0discussi0ns that involve not only the radiologists, but also, the computer scientists and the 

research physicians during f0ur0years00f0pr0ject. 0Several0steps that are taken to construct a multi-

media dataset ranging from selecti0n00f0cases0t00data0entry0are described in0the following sections in 

detail. 
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Fig 2.6.1. An example of inappropriate delineation of ROIs where it 

c0ntains0as0much0healthy0tissue0as0path0l0gical, thus, intr0ducing0n0ise0in0the0training0data.  
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Fig 2.6.2. A0screensh0t00f0the0graphical0t00l showing ann0tati0n00f0image0regi0ns 

 

2.7 Selecti0n00f0cases0at0the0University0H0spitals00f0Geneva 

About 18400 samples or images were derived from a0raw0list00f some 1266 patients0who underwent0a 

th0rax0CT0within0a0stay0in0the0pneum0l0gy0service0between020030and02008.These0were 

extracted0fr0m0data0rep0sit0ry00f0EHR0by0the0helpdesk0at0the0medical0inf0rmatics0service. 

0nly those cases0in which HRCT (without having contrast agent, 1mm slice thickness) were analyzed 

retrospectively. Those cases0fr0m pediatrics were0left0aside. Each of the0remaining0cases0were 
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diagnosed and were retraced0in0the0EHR00n the basis of rep0rts,0clinical0history and clinical 

examinati0ns. 

Initially, the0consultation report of pneumology and the discharge summary were put under revision to 

decide whether it is possible for the cases to c0ntain0an0ILD. After the0rep0rts00f0CT0scans0were 

found to be c0nsistent0with that of clinical0rep0rts,0clinical0hist0ry0and0lab0rat0ry0studies including 

pulm0nary0functi0n0testing, pathology, hemat0l0gic test, only then the0cases0were considered 

as0candidates.0Cases in which0the0hist0l0gical0diagn0sis resulted into one of the 13 listed in fig. 2.3.1 

from bi0psy,0br0nch0alve0lar0lavage0 (BAL)0were included and0selected. After 

the0radi0graphic0impressi0n0was found to be c0nsistent0with0verified0diagn0sis,0the0case0was kept 

and considered f0r further ann0tati0n0sessi0ns0with0the0radi0l0gists. A very selective procedure was 

carried out to retain only those cases where the confidence interval was found to be really high so that 

more time is attributed to the annotation sessions and more focus is put on radi0l0gical0aspects00nly. 

The0time0taken t00decide0whether a case0has to be0considered for further annotation or not  varied 

from 15 mins to 2 hrs. Average0time0f0r each case0was0appr0ximately 1 hr. In the0early0m0nths00f 

the0pr0ject, usually more time was taken as0the0meth0d0l0gy0was0n0t properly0established. Ruling 

out a case was comparatively easy than to decide whether it should be kept or not as it was easy to reject 

an0ILD0diagn0sis00r to discover a0large0number00f0c0-morbities. 

2.7.1 Annotations: 

HRCT annotation was established to serve the purpose of ground truth for classification of lung tissue and 

to have examples of HRCT findings related an already known and studies disease for the purpose of 

teaching. Also, the0need0f0r0high-quality0ann0tati0ns0was0highlighted. Infact, as the intend for the 

annotations are for recognition of computerized0pattern,0the0R0Is were required 

t00delineate0path0l0gic0patterns as precisely0as possible so as to avoid any 

intr0ducti0n00f0n0ise0in0the0training0data. For annotation, p0ssibility0t00visualize0and0delineate 

ROIs of three-dimensi0nal space in0the0entire0v0lume of HRCT and0t00set0the0wind0w0level0f0r 
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displaying0the016-bit0Digital0Imaging0and0C0mmunicati0ns0in0Medicine, that is, DICOM was 

required. In order to fulfill these requirements, it was necessary to adapt a graphical software which was 

already in place and was developed solely for the purpose of 

delineating0hepatic0tum0rs0in0CT0scans0at0the University Hospitals of Geneva. What a radiologist 

does is, he opens the complete DIC0M0series0and0then picks precise0R0Is and places them 

in0any00f0the layers of CT0v0lume0in an axial0view. The method to draw 3D ROIs is to linearly 

interpolate regions present in between02D0R0Is0delineated0in0n0n-contagious axial0slices. For 

visualization, coronal and0sagittal views0are0available. In these views, anisotropy in vertical direction is 

used to prevent delineating ROIs based upon the spacing between the slices used. There is 

n00exhaustive0ann0tati0n performed for every0pattern c0ntained0in0the entire0HRCT0scan.0Only those 

patterns that may be associated to the disease of the patient can be delineated. A very plain and simple text 

file was then used to save the ROIs. Specifically, c00rdinates0of the points that belong to the contour of 

polygons thereby demarcating the ROI files in 2D slices are loaded. Fig ** depicts an example. Also, 

conversion of the ROI files to binary file format *. was done so as to better handle the 3D ROIs. Basically, 

BitCubes was used to represent these files where, a 1 would typically represent a voxel that belongs to this 

segment and 0 otherwise. An integer array is used to store the bits where a width of slice xSize modulo 32 

makes a row and the total number of integers being Nrows X ySize X zSize. This highlights the tradeoff 

between operation optimization and memory efficiency. 

There is no standard of lung parenchymal disorders among the community of radiologists. The 

terminologies used to describe the HRCT location findings has been given in the following table. 
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Table 2.7.1 indicating the localization used 

Name                                                                                                  Description 

Apical Upper region 

Basal Lower region 

Diffuse Uniformly distributed 

Perihilar Middle region, around the mediastinium 

Peripheral/subpleural Lung periphery/under the pleural membrane 

surrounding the lobes 

Non-relevant Used when the pattern has no prevailing location 

 

In selecting annotations, several cases with co-morbities or with blur resulting from breathing of the patient 

or movement of the patient were ignored.Images which were taken with contrast agent were also kept for 

annotation and stored. Healthy tissues were kept delineated as much as possible in the series under study 

so as to provide aspects in wide range of normal lung parenchyma. 

Average time taken for several events were like 75 man-minutes in which 30 mins were taken up by two 

radiologists (that is, 60 man-minutes) for the interpretation of the HRCT image series and also to draw 

coarse annotations that highlighted the significant events in the series. Refinement of the annotations then 

required another 10-15 minutes which also included obtaining accurate delineations of the lung tissue 

patterns and storing them in the database with the help of a Java-based tool. This process was carried out 

by a single radiologist.   
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2.7.2 Data entry: 

EHR’s content is systematically analyzed, which is then used to complete the HTML form consistently. 

In case of presence of large number of clinical parameters, like, laboratory data, found in the EHR during 

an interval of around 2 weeks near the HRCT image series, the instance which was found nearest to the 

HRCT examination was kept. The whole set of clinical parameters was derived for each of the HRCT 

image series stored in the database. Also, for cases with many relevant image series, several instances in 

the database was made when it was realized that the HRCT examinations did not correspond to the same 

disease episode or if they had any separation of more than two weeks. 

Anonymization of the discharge summary and any text documents of free nature was carried out and it 

was stored in the database. Any kind of confidential data is avoided to be kept in the extracted database, 

except of the patient and the stay numbers, both of which require authorized access to the EHR in order to 

pull the identity of the particular patient. While transferring the database externally, these numbers were 

then replaced by consecutive numbers. 

Selection of the cases as well as data entry was taken care by three medical doctors (MD).  An average 

time of 75 mins was necessary to capture a case, varying from 40 mins to may be more than two hours 

depending upon the disease. For getting used to EHR at the HUG and to gain experience of the various 

ILD diagnoses, an adaptation period was required.  
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2.8 Research Methodologies: 

In order to carry out the classification of lung images, a comparative analysis was done among various 

network architectures. For example, AlexNet, VGG (various architectures in VGG), Inception V3 (Google 

Net). These methods were compared against one another in terms of accuracy and error percentages.  

2.8.1 AlexNet: 

AlexNet became one of the most famous architectures after winning the 2012 ImageNet LSVRC-2012 

competition. It won the competition by a large margin (15.3% vs 26.2% (second place) error rates).  

The highlights of the paper that proposed this architecture are as follows: 

• In order to add non-linearity, Relu was used instead of tanh. It was found to increase the speed by 

6 times while maintaining the same accuracy. 

• To deal with overfitting, drop-out was used instead of regularization. This was however found to 

increase the training time by two times with a dropout rate of 0.5. 

• To reduce the size of the network, pooling was overlapped. It was found to reduce the top-1 and 

top-5 error rates by 0.4% and 0.3% respectively. 
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The architecture: 

The AlexNet architecture typically contains 5 layers of convolution and 3 fully connected layers. Dropout 

is applied before the first and the second fully connected layers. Ideal image size is required to be 227 * 

227 instead of 224 * 224.  

 

 

Fig.2.8.1.1 Architecture of the paper 

The network has got 62.3 million parameters, and also requires computation of 1.1 billion units in forward 

pass. The convolution layers account for about 6% of all the parameters and consumes about 95% of the 

computation. This feature is then utilized to improve upon the performance.    

Two variants of AlexNet architecture have been used in our analysis which leads to similar 

performances. In one of the architectures, three convolutional layers have been used. The number of 

filters in the first two layers is 64 and that in the last layer is 128. The size of the filters in each layer 

being 5x5. Two fully connected layers of size 256 are used after the convolutional layers. The entire 

dataset is passed forward and backward through the network 22 number of times. Hence the number 

of epochs is 22. The training accuracy was found to be 100%. The validation accuracy was found to be 

93.8%, validation loss was 0.19%. The test accuracy was found to be 76.7%. 
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In the second type of AlexNet, size of the fully connected layer was kept 128. The number of epochs 

was kept 22 as in the first case. Training accuracy was found to be 100% whereas validation accuracy 

was found to be 81.2%. Test accuracy was 79%. Both the network architectures are seen to result in 

overfitting due to their highly complicated architecture. 

 

 

2.8.2 VGG: 

The architecture of VGG was introduced by Simonyan and Zisserman in the year 2014 in their paper, 

Very Deep Convolutional Networks for Large Scale Image Recognition. The main feature of such 

networks is their simplicity where only 3x3 convolutional layers are stacked on top of each other in 

increasing depth. Max pooling is used to reduce the volume size. Two fully connected layers are then 

present with 4096 nodes which are then followed by a soft. max classifier layer. 
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Figure 2.8.2.1: Figure of Very Deep Convolutional Networks for Large Scale Image Recognition, 

Simonyan and Zisserman (2014). 

The “16” and “19” stands for the number of weight layers in the network (columns D and E in the 

figure above). 

Earlier in 2014, networks with 16 and 19 layers were considered as deep ones. 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1409.1556
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Training VGG16 and VGG19 was found to be difficult by Simonyan and Zisserman. The main 

challenge was convergence on deeper networks. Hence, to make training process easy, they first tried 

to train model of VGG which were essentially smaller versions of the latter having less weight layers 

(columns A and C of figure **) 

After the smaller networks converged, they were then used to initialize the larger and the deeper 

networks. The process being called as pre-training. Although it makes sense logically, pre-training is 

a very tedious as well as time consuming task as it requires an entire network to trained before it can 

be used as initialization for a deeper network.  

Hence, there are two major drawbacks with VGG : 

1. It is really very slow to train 

2. The network architecture are quite large in terms of disk and bandwidth. 

 

The depth of such networks and the number of fully connected nodes, VGG architecture is over 

533MB for VGG16 and 574 MB in case of VGG19. This makes deploying of VGG a painful task. 

 

Three models of VGG were executed in our analysis for the same dataset. In the basic model of 

VGG, 5 convolutional layers and 1 fully connected layer were used. The dimensions of the image 

are taken to be 32x32. The architecture of the basic model is: 

Conv2D(32,3,3) -> Relu -> Maxpooling2D -> Dropout(0.25) 

                                                    

 

 

Conv2D(64,3,3) -> Relu -> Conv2D(64,3,3) -> Relu -> Maxpooling2D -> Dropout(0.25) 

 

 

   Conv2D(128,3,3) ->Relu ->Conv2D(128,3,3) -> Relu -> Maxpooling2D -> Dropout(0.25)       

             

 

                                                                   SoftMax 
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The model was run for 100 epochs, learning rate being 0.001.  

Using this model, test accuracy of  96.24% is obtained whereas validation accuracy of 91.90 is obtained. 

 

Fig.2.8.2.2 Output of testing 
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Fig.2.8.2.3 Parameters after training basic model of  VGG 
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The next model used was VGG-19. It was executed for around 100 epochs. Accuracy of 97.38% was 

obtained. 

 

 

Fig.2.8.2.4 Parameters after training VGG-19 
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VGG-16 was then applied with number of epochs being 100. The accuracy obtained was 97.46%. 

 

 

 

Fig.2.8.2.5 Parameters after training VGG-16 
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2.8.3 Inception: 

The micro-architecture of “Inception” was introduced in the year 2014 by Szagedy et al. in his paper, 

Going Deeper with Convolutions:   

 

Fig. 2.8.3.1 Original module of Inception used in GoogleNet 

The inception module is aimed to behave as a “multi-level feature extractor”. It does computation in 1x1, 

3x3 and 5x5 convolutions in the same module in the network. The outputs of these filters were stacked 

one upon the other along the dimension of the channel and was then fed into the following layer of the 

network. 

Originally the architecture was called GoogleNet, but subsequently the manifestations were called 

Inception vN. The N here is the version number published by Google. 

The training accuracy is found to be 91% whereas the validation accuracy is found to be 88% 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

Proposed Methodology 

 

3.1 Segmentaion 

Before applying the classifier to the dataset, semantic segmentation was performed on it using UNET. 

Semantic segmentation is basically used in computer vision and although researchers have developed 

several methods to solve the problem, UNET is one of the most basic architectures which essentially uses 

a Fully Convolutional Network Model to solve the task. 

Computers can gain understanding of images at various levels of granularity. Each of these levels have 

been properly defined in the domain of Computer Vision. One of the tasks is that of semantic segmentation. 

Semantic segmentation is used to label each pixel of an image, thus, associating each pixel with a class. 

As for every pixel, prediction is being made, the task is referred to as dense prediction. 

However, unlike the tasks of image classification, classification with localization and object detection, 

semantic segmentation does not just include labels and bounding box parameters. In fact, the output image 

is a high-resolution image having same size as that of the original input image where each pixel is labelled 

a particular class. Hence, it is essentially classification at pixel level. 

 

Fig. 3.1 Example of semantic segmentation 
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The results of semantic segmentation in our case are as follows: 

 

     

Fig. 3.2.a Kernel 1                                                                                            Fig. 3.2.b Prediction 1 

                                                    

Fig.3.3.a Kernel 2                                                                                                Fig. 3.3.b Prediction 2 

 

                                                   

Fig.3.4.a Kernel 3                                                                                                Fig. 3.4.b Prediction 3 
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Fig. 3.5.a Kernel 4                                                                                               Fig. 3.5.b Prediction 4 

                                                  

Fig. 3.6.a Kernel 5                                                                                              Fig. 3.6.b Prediction 5 

 

                                                 

Fig. 3.7.a Kernel 6                                                                                              Fig. 3.7.b Prediction 6 
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Fig. 3.8.a Kernel 7                                                                                            Fig. 3.8.b Prediction 7 

                                             

Fig. 3.9.a Kernel 8                                                                                            Fig. 3.9.b Prediction 8 

 

                                           

Fig. 3.10.a Kernel 9                                                                                            Fig. 3.10.b Prediction 9 
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Fig. 3.11.a Kernel 10                                                                                         Fig. 3.11.b Prediction 10 

 

After the results for segmentation were obtained, various classifiers as mentioned in the previous section 

were applied to the segmented results and VGG-16 was observed to perform the best. Hence, as per the 

results obtained, semantic segmentation using UNET follwed by the application of VGG-16 network is the 

proposed methodology of the research. 

 

3.2 Results and analysis: 

The semantic segmentation algorithm is typically analyzed by Intersection over Union parameter. For each 

class, the I0U is calculated at pixel-level as: 

𝐼𝑜𝑈 =
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 − 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 − 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 − 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 − 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
 

Where, 

True-positives: pixels belonging to the class and correctly predicted as the class 

False-negatives: pixels belonging to the class but incorrectly predicted as a different class 

False-positives: pixels that belong to a different class but are predicted as the class 
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The image below shows all the true-positive, false-negative and false-positive pixels for the given image. 

In the Difference image, yellow pixels represent true-positives, red-pixels indicate false-positives and 

green pixels indicate false-negatives.  

 

Fig.3.2.1 Example of semantic segmentation 

IoU is typically lies between 0-100. A larger value signifies that the accuracy of segmentation is 

higher. The mI0U is the mean value taken across all the classes in the dataset. 
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The semantic segmentation performed in our case resulted in an mI0U of approximately 89-91. 

Results of various classifiers as already illustrated are: 

 

Methodology                                                                  Test Accuracy 

AlexNet (model 1)                                                                 76.7% 

AlexNet (model 2)                                                                 79.3% 

VGG (basic model)                                                                96.24% 

VGG-19                                                                                  97.38% 

VGG-16                                                                                  97.46% 

Inception V3                                                                           88% 

 

Table 3.1 Results of applied classifiers 

As per the obtained results, VGG-16 is the suggested model for the given dataset. 
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Conclusion and future analysis 

 

 

In this paper, we proposed a network architecture to classify lung CT image patches into 5 classes, 

which includes 4 different patterns of Interstitial Lung Disease along with healthy tissue. The network 

consists of a segmentation layer followed by the architecture of VGG-16 to do classification of the ILD 

patterns. During training, minimization of categorical cross entropy was performed with the Adam 

optimizer. The proposed approach was found to give promising results, thus, outperforming the state 

of the art techniques in this direction. While the method can easily be trained on more additional 

textural lung patterns, the performance of the network can still be improved if the involved parameters 

are more thoroughly investigated. Performance can be improved by a much larger extent if another 

layer of GAN, that is, Generative Adversial Network is introduced before the layer of segmentation so 

that even a larger dataset can be used for segmentation, classification and analysis. Also, although the 

present method was found to perform quite fairly, the large number of parameters and slow training 

could be blamed and considered as a drawback for such approaches. In future, the present method can 

be extended to include the three dimensional data from MDCT volume scan and then integrate this into 

a CAD system for performing differential diagnosis of ILDs. 
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